
STAINLESS STEEL

LOGOS & LETTERS
Create lasting impact



Communicate
with precision

Stainless steel letters turn words and brand 

marks into eye catching works of sculpture. 

Ours are particularly fine detailed. The sheet 

steel is cut by laser, the pieces are soldered not 

tack welded together and the edges are 

premium blended so you get a seamless finish.



Glow with
confidence

To sculpt your letters we use the best 

metals on the market. Indoors, we use

304 grade, the kind of steel you find in

the kitchens of the world’s top chefs. 

Outside we use 316 marine grade, 

famed for its resistance to rust and sea 

spray. For letter faces we use a thicker 

gauge steel than the norm so your sign 

looks better for longer.





Quality you
can feel

Edge finish is what separates a premium steel 
letter from an ordinary one. Some signmakers 

leave edges rough and let faces overhang returns. 

We don't. We make the edges so smooth you can 

run your finger along them. You get a crisp and 
moulded look that adds a touch of class to any 

brand identity. 





Support sustainable
development

Using premium grade stainless steel for your

signage shows that you believe in sustainability.

70 to 90 per cent of every new letter is made

from recycled material and can be reused

again in future.

We build our letters for a lifetime of service

and back them with non streak stainless steel

straps and fixings so you don’t waste resources

on maintenance and replacements. Stainless

steel signs gleam naturally and don’t need

chemical coatings to keep their shine. Free

from VOCs, they are safer for indoor use and

promote wellbeing through better air quality.



Finish
in style

Polished Prismatic

Satin Gloss Painted

Sanded Matte Painted

A stainless steel sign is special. Starting

with top grade material you have the

chance to create something exceptional.

We focus on detail to deliver quality you

can feel in letters that are sturdier,

smoother and sleeker than the average.

Play with light by adjusting the brightness

setting of your sign. Brush the steel to a

subtle glint. Buff it to a mirror gleam. Fold

it into eye catching prisms. Or, coat the letters 

in brand colours and make logos look a million 

dollars.

22 gauge stainless

steel returns

18 gauge stainless

steel face

Premium blended joins

soldered seams for extra
strength and elegance



See our full range of

signage at addesign.ie T: 353 1 452 4152


